The relationship between the conventional standard molar thermodynamic quantities of hydration of an ion and the corresponding quantities of solvation, that are due entirely to its interactions with its aqueous environment, is presented. The TATB assumption, i.e., that quantities pertaining to the tetraphenylarsonium cation equal those pertaining to the tetraphenylborate anion, is applied to the standard enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs energy of hydration of ions, and to the standard partial molar heat capacity and volume of aqueous ions. A model of the hydrated ion, consisting of a layer of completely immobilized water molecules surrounded by a dielectric continuum affected by the field of the ion and water the structure of which is modified, is presented. The thickness of the first layer and the number of water molecules in it is proportional to the radius of the ion. The model is shown to be compatible with all these thermodynamic quantities.
INTRODUCTION
The solvation process for any solute, according to Ben-Naim and Marcus (ref. 1) , is its transfer from a fixed point in vacuum (an ideal gas phase) to a fixed point in the solution. This definition implies that the translational partition function of the solute particle is the same in the gas and the solution, or in other words, the entire volume of the solution is at its disposal, and not only a so called 'free volume'. This definition applies, of course, also to the hydration of ions, where it is customary to ignore the surface potential involved in such a transfer, or to apply the process simultaneously to ions of equivalent opposite charges. In the latter case it is necessary to divide the experimental thermodynamic quantities for the hydration among the ions, in order to arrive at quantities pertaining to the individual ions. Although the above definition applies to any concentration of the solute (including the neat solute) (ref. 1), we will limit ourselves here to a discussion of the standard thermodynamic quantities pertaining to the hydrated ions and to the process of hydration . In this way we consider only the state of infinite dilution of the solute in the solvent, where solute-solute interactions are absent. The thermodynamic quantities of hydration and the other properties of an aqueous ion pertain then solely to its interaction with the water in its environment (which may extend considerably away from the ion). Furthermore, strict additivity of the contributions of the individual ions, weighted by their stoichiometric coefficients, to the property of the whole electrolyte must be conformed to.
Conventionally, standard thermodynamic quantities of hydration or standard thermodynamic quantities pertaining to the aqueous ions involve the standard states of the hypothetical ideal gas at P = 1 atm (0.101325 MPa) pressure (or, more recently, at exactly 0.1 MPa?, where applicable and of he hypothetical ideal solution at the concentration of 1000 mol m3 (1 mol L ).
For the Gibbs energy of hydration it is necessary to employ equal molar concentrations in the gas and the solution phases in order to conform to the above definition of solvation. Furthermore, in the enthalpy, heat capacity, and entropy (but not the Gibbs energy) of hydration terms in the isobaric expansibility of water appear. The thermodynamic quantities of hydration according to the present definition, marked by an , as distinct from the conventional standard ones, marked by an O are related to the latter by the following expressions. H0 + RT (1 -uT) = t H0 + 2.29 kJ mol1 (2) hyd hyd hyd
24464 cm3 mo11 (5) Here R is the gas constant, P the absoiute temperature, a the isobaric expansibiiity of water, and K its isothermal compresssibility. Similar expressions hold for the thermal expansibility of hydration, the compressibility of hydration, etc. Since we deal here with just one solvent, water, we see that the additional terms are all constant at a given temperature and are independent of the solute.
The standard thermodynamic quantities of hydration of electrolytes are in many cases experimentally obtainable quantities. However, thermodynamics provides no clues to their proper division among the constituent ions of the electrolytes. Recourse to extrathermodynamic methods or assumptions is, therefore, necessary in order to make this division. This splitting can be applied to the thermodynamic quantity of hydration itself, symbolized by AhydYt or to the two terms that make it up:
In the cases of the Gibbs energy and the enthalpy, AfY0 designates the standard quantity of formation of the aqueous or the q,aseou.s ion, in the cases of the entropy, the heat capacity and the volume, V (aq) designates the standard partial molar quantity of the aqueous ion and Y°(g) is the standard molar quantity of the gaseous ion. The process of ion hydration, i.e., the transfer of the ion from the gas phase to water (at fixed positions) is similar to the process of ion transfer between two solvents (at fixed positions). The individual ionic thermodynamic functions of transfer of ions from a reference solvent (e.g., water) into some other solvent have been studied extensively by many authors and reviewed by Marcus (ref. 4, 5) . Marcus has shown (ref. 6 ) that the least objectionble extrathermodynamic assumption for the splitting of the values of of electrolytes into the contributions from individual ions is the rererence electrolyte method. The implementation of this method that has been tested and applied most extensively is the TATB one, which states that
Here Y represents the Gibbs energy, enthalpy, or entropy and Ph AsBPh is tetraphenylarsonium tetraphenylborate (TATB) (ref. 6). The TATB tssump4c ion has also been applied to some other properties of aqueous ions, such as their standard partial molar heat capacities, studied by Abraham and Marcus (ref.
7). The applicability of the TATB assumption to the thermodynamics of hydration of ions and to the properties of aqueous ions has recently been discussed by Marcus (ref. 8) .
If the TATB assumption is accepted as applying to the hydration of ions, then for any of the thermodynamic quantities dealt with in eqs. (1) hydY*4A5) hydY*Ith4) = 2hydY*(4A5Btth4) (8) The additivity rule for solutes at infinite dilution then permits the use of data for electrolytes inv1plving the Ph4As cation and the BPhA anion with the counter-ions A and C , respectively, and data for the elec3crolyte CA to hydY*) = AhydY*A)
Once valid values for individual ions are available, they may be compared to suitable models for the ion in its aqueous environment. The best model should be able to accomodate all the different thermodynamic quantities pertaining to the hydration of the ion and to the properties of the aqueous ion.
THE MODEL
The model that appears to meet the requirements is similar in many respects to models that have been presented previously by others for explaining some of the thermodynamic data discussed here. It resembles most the model used by Pbraham and Liszi (ref. 9) , in that it involves the cavity in which the ion is situated in the water, a completely immobilized first hydration shell, and then surroundings, in which on the one hand the structure of the water is modified and on the other the water behaves as a dielectric continuum that is affected by the field of the ion (see Fig. 1 ). To summarize, application of this model specifies the thermodynamic functions of hydration of an ion of radius r and charge z to be hyd' = AYN(r)
where the terms on the right hand side pertain to the contributions from the neutral solute term, the term describing the immobilized solvent in the first layer around the ion, the Born term for the electrostatic effects beyond this first layer, and the term describing the effect on the structure of the water, respectively. and low (right) electrostatic fields, zI/r.
The consequences of this model for the thermodynamics of hydration and for the thermodynamic properties of the hydrated ions can be evaluated from certain generally applying fitting constants and independent data, except for the modification of the structure of the water beyond the first immobilized hydration shell. However, the qualitative predictions of whether the structure of the water is enhanced or reduced and the extent of this modification can also be learned from the model.
The transfer of the ion from a fixed position in the gas phase to a fixed position in water is considered as proceeding in three stages. In the first the ion is discharged, in the second it is transferred as a neutral species having the same size as the (bare) ion in the solution, and in the third it is recharged up to its original charge. The electrostatic work in the gas phase is ignored (ref. 10), since it cancels for equivalent amounts of cations and anions. The work that is done when the (neutral) ion is transferred consists of the endoergic work required to produce the cavity that contains it in the solution and the mainly exoergic results of its interaction with its surroundings, once placed in this cavity. The latter arises from the dispersion forces and dipole-induced dipole forces that a neutral, polarizable solute would undergo. This work, as well as its temperature and pressure coefficients, are therefore evaluated from the c'orresponding experimental data on the thermodynamics of solution of noble gas and other suitable gaseous solutes in water: AYN(r). Once the (neutral) ion is in its cavity and interacts with its surroundings, the charge of the ion is turned back 'on', with a large electrostatic effect of its development the model is incapable of a direct evaluation of this effect on the structure of water, and (r,z) must be evaluated indirectly by difference. A constraint on this evaluation is imposed by the experimental data on the structural effects available from non-thermodynamic methods, such as nmr or viscosity measurements.
For the Gibbs energy of hydration the second and third terms in eq. (10) are:
where c is the relative permittivity of bulk water and c' is that of the dielectrically saturated first layer. For the other thermodynamic functions of hydration the appropriate pressure and temperature derivatives are taken, only c and c' depending on these variables, the dependence of c on them being known from experimental data. The values of c' and its dependence on the temperature and pressure were specified by setting c' = n 
0.
0.
-l hydH (ion) = fH (ion,aq) -AfH (ion,g) + 2.29 kJ mol (12) Standard enthalpies of formation of the aqueous ions ae tabulated in the NBS tables (ref. and a similar cycle for a salt involving a cation C and the anion BPh4. The standard enthalpies of solution are known and the lattice enthalpies can be estimated, hence the standard enthalpies of hydration of the two tetraphenyl ion salts are known. The standard enthalpy of hydration of the salt CA is the difference between the sum+of the conventional standard enthalpies of formation of the aqueous ions C and A and the sum of the standard enthalpies of formation of these gaseous ions. In the former of these sums the convention is no longer relevant. The standard enthalpy of hydration of TATB is then evaluated from the additivity condition:
The TATB assumption is applied by splitting the left hand side of eq. (14) into two halves, to give the standard molar enthalpy of hydration of each reference ion of -7 kJ molt . The standard molar enthalpies of hydration of the counter ions C and A , and indeed of any other ion, can then be obtained by use of the additivity rule, eq. (9). Specifically, Ah AH(H) = -1103±7 kJ mol1 results from this treatment, in good agreement wY'h the 'best' value suggested by Conway in his review of single ion thermodynamic quantities (ref. 17) The model can now be applied to these single ion standard enthalpies of hydration with eqs. l0) and (2) equal TaS , since AGct = 0, as explained above. owever, except for the univalent ions, AH i much smaller than the sum of the electrostatic terms, which completely dIhinate ,qH* for the multivalent ions. Fig. 2 shows that the model does indeed fit th' data well. Contrary to the case of the enthalpies of hydration, in the entropies of hydration the neutral term, ASNt = -22 -600(r/nm) J/K mol (from data in ref. 13 ), becomes of prime importance, especially for the larger univalent ions. On the other hand, the two electrostatic terms, ASE11 + ASE12 = 4.06 zt x [1. 48(Ar/r) + 1]/(r + Ar), play a less important role. The sum of these three termsis sometimes more positive, sometimes more negative than the values of Ah dS for the univalent ions, but for most multivalent ones it is more poitive. This shows the necessity of including a negative water-structureaffecting term for the structure-making strong-field ions. The value of AS, obtained by difference, comes out to be near zero for the sodium hd tetraethylammonium ions, as mentioned above, and to be positive for the known structure-breaking ions, such as cesium, bromide, or perchlorate. Altogether, the results of this treatment, Table 1 45±6 kJ molt. This positive value signifies that the work required for the cceation of the big cavity in water into which the reference ion is to be transferred from the gas phase is larger than the Gibbs energy released by the dispersion and ion-multipole interactions such a large ion undergoes with its aqueous environment, once placed in the cavity.
The standard Gibbs energies of hydration of other ions are then obtained, via eq. (9) or a similar one for anions, for all the other ions, for which both standard enthalpy and entropy of hydration data exist.
Application of the model to these data, by means of eq. (10) , shows the dominance of the electrostatic interactions, as for the enthalpy of hydration.
The neutral term is AGNt = 41 -87(r/nm) kJ molt (from the data in ref. STANDARD PARTIAL MOLAR VOLUME OF AQUEOUS IONS AT 298.15 K The standard molar volume of all ions in the (ideal) gas phase is the same, RT/P0. Hence their standard molar volume of hydration does not convey more information concerning the interactions on hydration than does their partial molar volume in aqueous solution at infinite dilution. On the contrary, the quantity AhydV° obscures the individual ionic properties, since it has the same magnitude as RT/P0 and is more than two orders of magnitude larger than V (aq). The volume of hydration, AhydV* according to eq. (5), does not suffer from this difficulty, but hardly adds more information than does V (aq).
Thermodynamics of ion hydration and an appropriate model 1 101 The splitting of the partial molar volumes of aqueous electrolytes into individual ionic contributions by means of the TATB assumption can be made according to Millero (ref. 22, 23) . He took into account the small discrepancy in sizes of its constituent ions. Depending on how this ws done, a value of 13.2±0.9 cm3 mol1 was obtained for the difference in of tetraphenylarsonium and tetraphenylborate, leadina to the average partial molar volume at infinite dilution of 295.7 cm3 mo11 for Ph4As nd 282.6 cm3 mol1 for BPh4. These values for the reference ions lead to V = The structural effects on the volume, AV5t , obtained as for the other functions by difference, are shown in Table 1 . They are not directly related to the negative ASBt and the positive AC,t ÷ 140 J K-1 mol for waterstructure-making ions (and vice versa for water-structure-breaking ones). Still, the positive AV for multivalent cations is indicative of the additional volume created by the enhanced hydrogen bonding near the ions caused by these structure-making ions. On the other hand, no decrease in volume is shown by the structure-breaking large hydrophilic univalent ions. The hydrophobic tetraalkylammonium ions, even the smaller ones like tetramethylammonium, do produce considerable additional volume on hydration.
